
Grit
Try and try

again, especially
after failure

Optimism
 Look for positive

outcomes and believe
that continued effort

will bring
improvement

Gratitude
Recognize and 

appreciate people
and the opportunities

you have.

Curiosity
Seek answers with
a desire to learn.

Zest
Live and 

work with 
enthusiasm

Self Control
 Work well with 

others and adapt 
to new circumstances

Integrity
Be responsible

for your behavior
and work

Character Builds Scholars and Champions
Spring�eld Central High School believes all students can be Scholars and Champions. To be a Scholar and Champion, one must 

demonstrate strength of character. The following character traits are not innate; they can be learned. With practice, these skills and 
qualities will become a natural part of a successful person. Strength of character is essential to a productive and ful�lling life.

Peterson and Seligman identify the character strengths listed here in the 800-page, cross-cultural study Character Strengths 
and Virtues: A Handbook and Classi�cation, as keys to “the good life.” Knowing about these strengths and practicing the corr-
sponding behaviors is important because they provide a reliable path to a life that has meaning and is ful�lling. These are not 
innate qualities, they are skills that you can learn, practice and teach.



Grit - Try and try again, especially after failure
Finish what you begin   •   Try hard even after failure  •  Work independently with focus

Optimism - Look for positive outcomes and believe
                                      that continued effort will bring improvement
Believe that you can improve with effort and practice 
Recognize that most bad situations are temporary

Gratitude - Recognize and a appreciate people and the
                                     opportunities you have
Thank people when they do something for you  •  Show appreciation for opportunities
Do something nice for someone else as a way of saying thank you

Curiosity - Seek answers with a desire to learn
Explore new ideas with excitement  •  Ask and answer questions
Listen actively with interest

Zest - Live and  work with enthusiasm
Participate actively  •  Show enthusiasm  • Approach new situations with excitement and energy

Self Control -  Work well with others and adapt to new circumstances
Be polite  •   Find solutions to conflicts, calmly  •   Adapt to different social and academic situations
Wait for others to finish speaking before talking  •   Demonstrate care for the feelings of others
Keep anger under control

Character Builds Scholars and Champions
Spring�eld Central High School believes all students can be Scholars and Champions. To be a Scholar and Champion, one must 

demonstrate strength of character. The following character traits are not innate; they can be learned. With practice, these skills and 
qualities will become a natural part of a successful person. Strength of character is essential to a productive and ful�lling life.

Peterson and Seligman identify the character strengths listed here in the 800-page, cross-cul-
tural study Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and Classi�cation, as keys to “the good 
life.” Knowing about these strengths and practicing the corrsponding behaviors is important 
because they provide a reliable path to a life that has meaning and is ful�lling. These are not 
innate qualities, they are skills that you can learn, practice and teach.

Integrity - Be responsible for your behavior and work
Be honest  •  Be fair  •  Be trustworthy  •  Come to class prepared  •  Get to work right away


